Much of our knowledge of coordination comes from studies of simple, dyadic systems or systems containing large numbers of components. The huge gap 'in between' is seldom addressed, empirically or theoretically. We introduce a new paradigm to study the coordination dynamics of such intermediate-sized ensembles with the goal of identifying key mechanisms of interaction. Rhythmic coordination was studied in ensembles of eight people, with differences in movement frequency ('diversity') manipulated within the ensemble. Quantitative change in diversity led to qualitative changes in coordination, a critical value separating ré gimes of integration and segregation between groups. Metastable and multifrequency coordination between participants enabled communication across segregated groups within the ensemble, without destroying overall order. These novel findings reveal key factors underlying coordination in ensemble sizes previously considered too complicated or 'messy' for systematic study and supply future theoretical/computational models with new empirical checkpoints.
Introduction
The function of living systems (e.g. brain, human society, ecosystem) depends on the coordination of multiple components and processes. Such coordination depends on intrinsic characteristics of the interacting entities as well as the form of interaction between them [1] [2] [3] [4] . Living systems exhibit a myriad of rhythmic behaviors [5] , e.g. humans with their daily, weekly, monthly routines [6] and physiological rhythms [7] ; brains with their waves [8] ; and species with their life-cycles [9] . By virtue of its temporal symmetry (i.e. translational symmetry in time), rhythmic coordination serves as a fine soil for experimental and theoretical study of laws of interaction between components of dynamical systems. The study of two interacting entities has laid experimental and theoretical foundations for addressing how coordinative structures form, adapt and change. Whether it is humans coordinating with sensory stimuli [10, 11] , coordinated movements within the same person [12] [13] [14] [15] , between two persons [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , two neuronal populations [23, 24] , humans and machines [25] [26] [27] , or humans and other species [28, 29] , similar tendencies to form or learn certain relative phase and frequency patterns have been observed. Essential phase patterns, their stabilities and transitions have been a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111
well described mathematically in terms of informationally coupled dynamical systems [30] [31] [32] [33] . A little beyond dyads, triadic and tetradic coordination have been studied mainly in animal gaits or multilimb movements with a richer repertoire of patterns-combinations of dyadic patterns satisfying certain symmetry constraints [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Beyond systems with a relatively small number of interacting components, the focus of interest leaps toward systems of much larger scales-e.g. flashing fireflies [39] , neuronal populations [40] , or the clapping of an ardent audience [41]-whose sheer size eludes detailed investigational techniques but favors lowdimensional measures at coarser scales (e.g. collective synchronization). Such synchronization has been reproduced in various coupled oscillator models, e.g. [42] [43] [44] [45] . Despite this gap between systems of very few and very many components (with rare exceptions, [46] ), daily social interaction often unfolds in the middle, for example, coordinating with a group of colleagues at work, or afterwards engaging in a variety of gatherings with friends and families, or various forms of folk dancing and Ceilidhs. The choice of the number of independently manipulatable components goes hand in hand with available paradigms for approaching coordination phenomena. With very few components, the repertoire of collective patterns and phase transitions can be fully explored with the help of experimental manipulation and theoretical models, but the limited size may curtail the complexity of spatial organizations. With very many components, possible coordination patterns (described at a microlevel) become too numerous to be studied exhaustively (due to high dimensionality of the phase space); the large number of components also makes it difficult to utilize systematic manipulations to carry the system through its repertoire of possible patterns. Instead, low-dimensional (macro) measures such as the overall level of synchronization can serve as an order parameter to capture collective states of the system [1, 43] . As important as such descriptions of coordination are, macro measures meet their limit when one attempts to characterize the system's organizational complexity. Under the broad umbrella of "incoherent" states, what are the possible organizations? How can we explore such organizations systematically in the laboratory? To answer these kinds of questions, a way is needed to experimentally manipulate the system's coordination dynamics on multiple spatial and temporal scales of description. We chose an ensemble of intermediate size (N = 8 people) operating under the assumption that this is big enough to reveal the system's organizational complexity, yet small enough to yield to experimental manipulation. Our strategy was to bridge this two-fold gap of system size and experimental control.
We studied rhythmic movement coordination in ensembles of eight people who were predisposed to move at the same or different frequencies. Existing empirical findings and theories suggest that the form and stability of coordination varies with the strength of coupling and the difference in natural frequency (frequency predisposition) between components [11, 32, 47] . On this basis, we hypothesized that manipulating the distribution of frequency predispositions and coupling strength should produce different propensities for coordination, and induce different forms of collective behavior. Because it is possible to control systematically and measure quantitatively, frequency difference was chosen as a parameter to manipulate diversity within and between group members. We wanted to know how different diversity conditions favor the formation, persistence and change of multiple groups that are potentially integrated within themselves but segregated between each other. pacing period, they were able to see each other's taps as flashes (dubbed "human fireflies") on an array of LEDs situated at eye height in front of them. The task was to keep tapping at one's own metronome frequency (tempo) throughout the entire trial. No instructions were given to coordinate with others.
To study how patterns of coordination among participants may form or dissolve, we introduced different levels of diversity by manipulating the assignment of metronomes to each participant. The metronomes divided the participants into two groups of four with frequency difference (δ f, also referred to as level of diversity below) of either 0 Hz (1.5 vs. 1.5 Hz), 0.3 Hz (1.35 vs. 1.65 Hz), or 0.6 Hz (1.2 vs. 1.8 Hz). Within each group the four participants were paced at the same frequency. Overall, participants followed the metronome frequency during both pacing and interaction phases, in accord with instructions (see Section E in S1 File). In the following sections, we demonstrate the main findings, which may be best read along with the extended quantitative and theoretical analyses provided in the Supporting Information (S1 File).
Spontaneous phase coordination and spatiotemporal metastability
The dynamics of relative phase between participants revealed that the participants spontaneously coordinated in various phase patterns and switched between them, despite not being given any instruction to do so. Such dynamic patterns are exemplified in Fig 1A1-1A3 which shows a trial of interaction among three persons (labeled with numbers 1, 3 and 4, reflecting spatial location on LED arrays, see legends under A2). The evolution of their relations is shown in (A1) as trajectories of dyadic relative phase (ϕ, reported in radians throughout this paper) for pairs 3-4 (orange) and 1-3 (red). When a trajectory is horizontal, the pair is strongly coordinated by holding an (almost) constant phase relation (termed phase locking or dwell); when the trajectory is tilted, the pair is uncoordinated (phase wrapping). Dyad 3-4 (orange) engaged in a long dwell at inphase (ϕ % 0, 10-35s in A1, largest peak in A2), then switched to a near antiphase pattern (ϕ% π, 40s onward in A1, small peak in A2). Such near inphase/antiphase patterns are signs of bistability widely observed in biological coordination [48] . Dyad 1-3 (red) also coordinated near inphase but in much briefer and recurrent dwells (around 10, 20, 30s in A1, largest red peak in A2), interleaved with escapes from it. This type of intermittent or relative coordination [49] characterized by consecutive epochs of dwells and escapes corresponds to the metastable regime in models of coordination dynamics [3, 50] . Evidence for metastabilty was often seen in single trial dynamics (see Section J in S1 File for a statistical approach). Besides bistable and metastable coordination observed within specific pairs of participants, a higher order interaction becomes apparent when we examine the two pairs together: during the long dwell of Dyad 3-4, three epochs of phase shift (bumps in orange curve at 15, 25, 35s in A1) followed precisely after each dwell of Dyad 1-3 (red). Moreover, as each dwell of Dyad 1-3 became longer than the previous one, the phase shift in Dyad 3-4 became bigger, to the point where the shift was so big (38s) that Dyad 3-4 broke up their predominant inphase pattern and switched to antiphase. This finding indicates that the joining of a new member (e.g. person 1) induced changes in preexisting coordinative relations (e.g. Dyad 3-4), strongly suggesting that multiagent coordination is more than the sum of isolated dyads (see Section H in S1 File for a statistical analysis). As an aid to visualization, the spatial arrangement corresponding to the foregoing temporal changes are illustrated in A3.
In the experiment, epochs of phase coordination were mostly transient or intermittent (i.e. metastable dwells), covering a wide range of time scales, with a mean duration of 4.64s (± 4.04s) and a long tail of more persistent phase patterns up to the entire duration of interaction, about 50s (See Fig B in S1 File for distribution) . The confluence of metastability and multiple coupled agents allows the coexistence of multiple time scales of coordination in a group, as Fig  1A1-1A3 already hinted (orange-long dwell, red-short dwells with more frequent recurrence). Multiple coordinative time scales allow different members of a group to come together at different times, thus allowing the group to visit a variety of spatial patterns at different times. An example of four-person interaction is given in Fig 1B1-1B4 illustrated as three dyadic relative phases (dynamics in B1, distributions in B2). The duration of phase dwells is marked in (B3): red dyad with a long dwell, green dyad a bit shorter, and blue dyad even shorter. Such multiplicity in the time scale of metastable coordination led the four-person group through a variety of spatial patterns from moment to moment (B4) rather than to persist as a static structure (which would be the case if, e.g., phase coordination were absolutely stable). Thus, in the present case of intermediate sized group arrangements, spatiotemporal metastability-coexisting tendencies for integration and segregation-is rather more characteristic of coordination than collective synchronization [50, 51] . 
Dominant patterns of coordination and their relation to diversity
When all phase relations were considered in aggregate, we found that inphase coordination was clearly a dominant phase pattern (central peaks in distributions of relative phase ϕ in Fig  2) . Yet this dominance of inphase depended on both local and global diversity. Inphase was more dominant locally within a group (participants paced at the same frequency) than between groups (where diversity was introduced by δ f; Fig 2, A1, probability density for within-group ϕ significantly above chance from 0 to 0.24π, A2, for between-group ϕ significantly above chance from 0.05π to 0.08π, atp <0.05, where 'hat' denotes Bonferroni correction for multiple comparison throughout the text; see Section G in S1 File for confidence intervals for chance level distribution). Globally, the dominance of inphase in the entire ensemble decreased as diversity increased (B1-3 for δ f = 0, 0.3, 0.6 Hz respectively: B1 significantly above chance from 0 to 0.14π, B2 from 0 to 0.09π,p <0.05; B3 n.s.). This suggests that inphase coordination is an important characteristic for the formation and maintenance of coordinative structures regardless of group size, especially when diversity is low. Considering only epochs of strong coordination (dwells), we found a wide range of phase relations, where antiphase, along with inphase, was also a preferable phase relation (for details see Section F in S1 File).
Beyond patterns of phase relations, other types of coordination were observed. One of them is a form of multifrequency coordination that binds behavior at different frequency ratios [14, 15, 52, 53] . We studied which frequency ratios constitute preferred coordination patterns by comparing their probability density to chance levels (computed from randomly permuted taps, see Section D in S1 File for details). Chance level distributions reflect expected occurrence of different frequency ratios as a result of participants' maintaining metronome frequencies without interacting with each other. Hence, we expected chance level distributions to peak around ratios corresponding to the three diversity conditions, i.e. 1:1 (δ f = 0 Hz), 9:11 (δ f = 0.3 Hz), and 2:3 (δ f = 0.6 Hz). Fig 3 shows the distribution of instantaneous frequency ratios in terms of within-group (Fig 3A) vs. between-group (Fig 3B) coordination for different levels of diversity (blue δ f = 0 Hz, red δ f = 0.3 Hz, yellow δ f = 0.6 Hz). A frequency ratio is a preferred coordination pattern if its probability density (solid lines) is above chance level (lightcolor bands). Within-group participants coordinated primarily at 1:1 ratio (Fig 3A, allps < 0.05), which is consistent with the high level of phase-locking reported above. For betweengroup coordination (Fig 3B) ,1:1 was still the preferred ratio when there was no diversity (δ f = 0 Hz,p <0.05); a higher order ratio near 2:3 was preferred when the diversity was large (δ f = 0.6 Hz;p <0.05). For intermediate diversity (δ f = 0.3 Hz), the between-group frequency coordination was barely above chance at metronome ratio 9:11 (for metronomes at 1.35 Hz and 1.65 Hz), but significantly more concentrated than chance near 1:1 (p <0.05). In short, under appropriate diversity conditions, lower order (1:1) and higher order (e.g.~2:3) frequency coordination can coexist-a basis for complex spatiotemporal coordination. Furthermore, this type of coordination with frequency ratios (one which is less straightforward to detect and less studied) is specific to between-group interactions.
Segregation and integration of groups: Critical diversity
Having studied coordination at the micro level (person to person), we turn now to the macro level of integration and segregation between groups. In order to do so, we first quantified coordination as the level of phase locking between individuals from the same and different initial groups (i.e. within-and between-group coordination respectively). Fig 4A shows the average results. We found that as initial frequency difference between groups (δ f) increased, phaselocking between groups weakened dramatically ( Fig 4A, right cluster) . Interestingly, phaselocking within groups (no diversity within-group by design) was also weakened by virtue of the difference with the other group (Fig 4A, left cluster, notice orange and yellow bars Ensembles with low diversity were dominated by 1:1 coordination, while ensembles with high diversity also steered towards higher-order ratios. Solid lines show the probability density of frequency relations within-(A) and between-group (B) for the 3 diversity conditions (color coded). Thin shaded areas (with corresponding colors) are confidence intervals for null distributions (p<0.0005 for each of 100 bins, corresponding top <0.05 for an entire distribution using Bonferroni Correction; generated from randomly permutated taps, which represent the expected distribution from non-interacting agents tapping at required frequencies). For within-group relations (A), the peaks at 1:1 are far above chance, indicative of stabilizing phase relations at the same frequency. For betweengroup relations (B), low to moderate diversity (blue, red, δ f = 0, 0.3 Hz) led to above-chance coordination at 1:1; in contrast, for high diversity (yellow, δ f = 0.6, corresponding to metronome ratio 2:3), coordination was below chance at 1:1 but far above chance at a higher order ratio near 2:3. significantly shorter than blue; MANOVA, interaction effect, F(2,7246) = 198.2, p<0.001; see Section L in S1 File for MANOVA main effects analysis). That is, local coordination (e.g. within group) was influenced by the larger context (difference with other groups), as exemplified also in Fig 1A. Next, we quantified group-level segregation~integration by studying the relation between within-group and between-group coordination. If more within-group coordination leads to more between-group coordination, the groups may be said to become integrated. If more within-group coordination leads to less between-group coordination, the groups may be said to become segregated. In Fig 4B, for the zero intergroup difference (δ f = 0 Hz, blue dots), a large value of within-group phase-locking is paired with a large value of between-group phaselocking, indicating that the initial groups have merged. The same is true, though to a lesser extent, for δ f = 0.3 Hz. For δ f = 0.6 Hz, however, a larger value of within-group phase-locking is associated with a smaller value of between-group phase-locking, suggesting that stronger coordination within the group prevents coordination with members of the other group, or conversely, switching to another group reduces the coordination with one's original group. Quantitatively, for small diversity (δ f = 0, 0.3 Hz), initial groups integrated into one supergroup, as seen from the positive slope of regression lines (Fig 4B, blue, To estimate the critical diversity that marks the boundary between integration and segregation, we regressed the degree of integration β 1 δ f against the intergroup difference δ f. We found a significant negative linear relation between those variables (linear regression, α 0 = 
Segregation and transitions of spatial order
We now return to real time dynamics to unpack the meaning of macro-level "segregation" in the foregoing statistical conclusion. In an example shown in Fig 5, the ensemble was initially divided into two frequency groups (early on in Fig 5A; faster group of agents 1 to 4, slower group of agents 5 to 8), thanks to the large difference between their metronome frequency (δ f = 0.6 Hz). Soon the ensemble developed into multiple local structures which were coordinated within and segregated between each other (three pairs 3-2, 5-7, 6-8, and two individuals 1, 4; this spatial order can be easily seen in D, first two graphs, 10-25s). The large initial . Agents 1 to 4 (warm colors) were paced with the same metronome frequency 1.8 Hz, and similarly agents 5 to 8 (cold colors) were paced at 1.2 Hz, (i.e. δ f = 0.6 Hz), which helped create two initial frequency groups. Soon after the beginning of the interaction (~12s, corresponding to the first graph in D), initial groups divided into five local structures: three pairs (3-2, 5-7, 6-8) and two individuals (agent 1 largely independent, agent 4 oscillating between agent 1 and pair 3-2). The frequency pairing held up to the time of (A1), then a sudden reorganization occurred from (A1) to (A2)-an exchange of partners (3-2 broke up and recoupled into 4-3, 2-5; 7 left alone; corresponding to the 3 rd graph in D). The new pairing lasted a few seconds then returned to a similar organization to (A1) at the time of (A3). Phase relations of the pairs involved in the reorganization (A1-3) are illustrated in (B) as time series and in (C) as distributions of four dyadic relative phases. The new organization at A2 lasted exactly the time for pair 3-2 (blue) to break up an antiphase relation (27s) then return to it (33s) after phase wrapping for one cycle. This transition in phase relations corresponds closely to the transitions of frequency grouping. To visualize the spatial consequences of such phase/frequency regrouping, graphs in (D) were used as representations of the coordinative structure. Each node represents a participant at the actual location of the LED representing that participant (up to rotation). Each edge represents the existence of strong phase coordination between two participants at the time (aligned with x-axis in B). The spatial reorganization is apparent from the 2 nd and 3 rd graph aligned to (A1) and (A2) respectively. Interestingly, the 3 rd graph, albeit distinct from the rest, is in fact isomorphic to the other graphs.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0193843.g005
Critical diversity: Divided or united states of social coordination diversity allowed the coexistence of multiple segregated groups and enabled the ensemble to form a sustained spatial order by providing sufficient frequency isolation between local structures (in contrast to the low diversity scenario where spatial patterns go through constant reorganization, e.g. Fig 1, Fig H in S1 File) . However, a segregated spatial order does not have to be static. To the contrary, there was a sudden transition from one segregated spatial order (A1  and 2 nd graph in D) to another, also segregated, spatial order (A2 and 3 rd graph in D, a period marked with multiple partner exchanges), then back to the original (A3, and 4 th graph in D). This kind of micro-level exchange of members across frequency groups has been observed in 77% of the trials in the segregated condition (δ f = 0.6 Hz). It suggests that segregation is a macro property of ensembles, sustainable despite the coexistence of dynamical exchanges at micro level.
Discussion

Integration and segregation in a diverse group
Rhythmic coordination is ubiquitous in natural systems from the cells of the heart to the neurons of the brain, from fireflies to people [3, 39, 41, 46, [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] . The convergence of multiple interacting elements to global synchronization has been the focus of experimental and theoretical studies [41-45,59,60]. Behavioral synchronization is known to facilitate social communication and the development of social affection or bonding [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] , and is important to understanding social coordination dynamics [66, 67] . Nevertheless, within a community, people coordinate in multiple social groups at various spatiotemporal scales-a complex organization that is far from uniform synchronization [68] [69] [70] . In fact, the components of living systems often compartmentalize into distinct communities or modules, highlighted by dense interactions within communities and loose interactions between communities [71, 72] . This form of organization, embracing both integration and segregation among its elements, can lead to greater persistence and robustness of the system [73] [74] [75] [76] , and influence structural and functional complexity depending on the scale of integration [77] [78] [79] . Investigation of the conditions leading to the formation, change, and dissolution of segregated structures is a necessary step to understanding and controlling complex systems. We demonstrated experimentally how coexisting groups integrated and segregated in an ensemble of eight interacting people. Each half of the ensemble was predisposed to move at a distinct frequency prior to social interaction, thereby creating two initial frequency groups with a controllable parameter of diversity between them (δ f). People engaged in more phase coordination with those who were predisposed to move at the same frequency than with those who performed at a different frequency (Fig 4A; Fig K in S1 File left) . This is a form of "homophily"-people prefer interacting with those who are similar to themselves than with those who are different [80] -known to contribute to segregation in diverse communities [81] [82] [83] [84] . Indeed, the integrating force of sameness is complemented by the segregating force of difference [85] .
To what extent do quantitative changes in intergroup diversity induce a qualitative change in intergroup relationships? We have shown that low-to-moderate diversity led to integration of the groups (δ f = 0, 0.3 Hz; Fig 1B) : more coordination within-group was associated with more coordination between-group. High intergroup diversity led to segregation (δ f = 0.6 Hz; Fig 1B) : more coordination within-group was associated with less coordination betweengroup. Parametrically varying diversity made it possible to estimate the critical value of diversity (δ f principles and potential behaviors of the system, but also to serve as key phenomena to be reproduced in theoretical models [86, 87] .
A complex system consists of interactions at multiple spatial scales, where activities at one scale are connected with those of another scale [88, 89] . How the macro environment constrains micro activities was illuminated by comparing dyadic interactions embedded in a group with expected behavior of dyads in isolation. If dyads (micro) were not influenced by the larger environmental context (macro), the same amount of coordination would be observed within groups at all three levels of intergroup diversity. The data say otherwise: phase locking within a group was in fact weakened by intergroup diversity (Fig 4A, left) . This shows that when a system has multiple components, dyadic interactions may not be fully understood without taking into account the larger environment or context they are embedded in [4, 90, 91] .
The patterns of coordination
To further understand the micro dynamics of social interaction, we identified the specific phase patterns people adopted. Overall, we found that inphase was visited significantly more often than other phase relation, yet its prominence diminished with increasing diversity (Fig  2) . That is, diversity induced a dispersion of phase patterns. Absolute synchronization between components' behavior is not always desirable: excessive synchrony may induce pathological collective dynamics [92] or impede complex functions [79, 93] . Diversity may come to the rescue. Besides inphase, a preference of antiphase over various other phase relations also stood out in episodes of strong interactions (Fig C in S1 File) . The present results resonate with existing studies of human rhythmic coordination [3, 30] . When coupling was sufficiently strong, the tendency for two oscillatory components to coordinate inphase or antiphase was found across scales, particularly when the components have similar frequency predispositions [94] . When coupling was sufficiently weak, however, the antiphase pattern was more vulnerable to natural frequency differences [32, 47] . Both diversity in frequency predispositions [11] and multiagent environment [35, 37, [95] [96] [97] help engender a variety of phase relations that are neither inphase nor antiphase. The agreement between the statistical properties of the interactive behaviors in an ensemble of eight persons and the dynamic properties of dyadic coordination suggests that dyads remain the most stable unit of spontaneous coordination. Yet how can group coordination be achieved with primarily dyadic interactions? This led us to explore the dynamics of phase relations.
Phase relations do not have to be static, as social coordination often evolves on multiple time scales [68, 69, 98] . Over the course of interaction, we found that most phase relations only lasted a short period of time (4-5s, Fig B in S1 File) . Two partners dwell in a phase relation for a few seconds before a "breakup" or "escape" from that relation, and then re-engage the next time they come across a favorable phase relation (e.g. Fig 1) . The recurrent relation embodied by a series of dwells and escapes is characteristic of metastable coordination dynamics [50, 94, 99] . Theoretically and empirically, metastability occurs in weakly coupled dynamical systems when there is sufficient difference in the components' frequency predispositions. The combination of symmetry breaking and weak coupling eliminates perfectly stable phase relations which are replaced by intermittent or recurrent phasing. In the present study, quantitative analysis confirms that metastability prevails in all conditions of interaction (Fig J in S1  File) . Notice that the sequence of dwells and escapes of phase relations also manifests as oscillations in movement frequency (e.g. Fig G in S1 File) . In contrast with stable coordination in which components eventually converge to the same frequency, metastability allows components to visit a range of frequencies while still maintaining "social bonds" via intermittent dwells. When multiple metastable relations coexist in the same group, it becomes possible for a person's transient escape from an existing relation to be at the same time a dwell in a new relation. This chimeric feature (c.f. [51]) allows members of a community to participate in multiple segregated substructures (e.g. a reading club, and a hiking team) while maintaining both the separability of those substructures and communication between them. Such continuous change of membership helps large communities to persist [100] and increase global level of cooperation [101] . Spatiotemporal metastability in multiple-component systems suits both the intuition of daily social interaction, as well as the dynamic patterns observed in large scale social networks [68] .
Phase-locking constitutes a rather strong form of coordination. Such coordination comes at a cost in both time and energy if the partners possess different frequency predispositions: the chasm of frequency difference, jointly or unilaterally, must somehow be crossed. In the present experiment, not all forms of coordination required such costly crossovers. As diversity increased, people from different groups were found to adopt particular frequency relations (or ratios) of higher order (e.g. near 2:3, Fig 3B, yellow) as opposed to converging to a single frequency (1:1). Frequency relations appear in the more familiar context of music as polyrhythms. Theoretical and experimental studies have shown the viability of different frequency ratios: higher order ratios (e.g. 2:5, 3:5) are more difficult to maintain (less stable) than lower order ratios (e.g. 1:3, 2:3) in accordance with so-called Arnold tongue and Farey tree principles [15, 53, 102, 103] . Such frequency relations enable segregated groups to maintain communication between each other, without sacrificing within-group cohesion, thus allowing complex coordinative structures to form. Such cross-frequency communication may serve to integrate local activities over long distance and time scales in complex systems, including the brain [89, 104, 105] .
Conclusions
Our goal was to elucidate the coordination dynamics of ensembles of eight people, where the ensemble is small enough for systematic manipulation in the laboratory, but not too small as to prevent the unfolding of complex social dynamics (i.e., simple, but no simpler). At the macro level, we studied the integration and segregation of groups and how it affects, at the micro level, dyadic interactions embedded within. A novel finding was that the domains of integration and segregation between groups are demarcated by a critical level of intergroup diversity. Diversity across groups also affected the strength and forms of dyadic coordination within groups. In particular, a metastable form of phase coordination was revealed in which phase relations were intermittent rather than stable, thereby allowing people to switch flexibly between partners as a means of maintaining both diversity and unity. When groups were segregated and phase coordination became difficult, social coordination also took the form of cross-frequency coupling. The present work provides a multiscale portrait of the coordination dynamics among multiple agents, and thereby offers quantitative details and reality checks for modelling social dynamics. The analytical methods used here can be extended to study segregation and integration in larger systems, where an abundance of scales of interaction is likely to further unveil the complexity and stability of large scale networks or coordinative structures.
Materials and methods
Participants
120 participants (76 female, age 24±8 yrs.) participated in the experiment, making up 15 independent ensembles of eight. All participants were right-handed except 4, who were all able to complete the tasks without difficulty. The protocol was approved by Florida Atlantic University Institutional Review Board and in agreement with the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to the experiment.
Experimental setup
For each ensemble of eight, participants were randomly seated in booths around an octagonal table. They did not have direct visual contact with each other. Each participant was equipped with a touchpad (green rectangle in Fig 6) and an array of eight light-emitting photodiodes (LEDs; yellow in Fig 6) . Each tap of a participant was broadcast to all participants (including self) in real time as a single flash of an assigned LED (hand contacts touchpad, light on; hand leaves touchpad, light off). The tap~flash signals were converted and transmitted through a signal processing pipeline consisting of a PC flanked by two microcontrollers (MCs; one for input, one for output; communicates with the PC through serial port at 57600 bps). The input MC samples movement data from the touchpads at 250 Hz (1 = touch, 0 = leave) and sends data to the PC. Dedicated software (written in C++) runs on the PC, which receives tapping Eight participants are seated around an octagonal table; they do not have direct vision of each other. Rather, they are exposed to each other's tapping behavior through touchpads (record tapping; green) and arrays of LEDs (display self and others' taps as flashes; yellow). On each LED array, there is a one-to-one correspondence between LEDs and participants. (black panel) The mapping was rotated for each array so that a participant always saw self-behavior at the lowest LED (white box). All LEDs labeled red represent people who were paced by metronomes of the same frequency as for self. LEDs labelled blue represent people paced to metronomes at another frequency (actual LEDs were all in the same color). By such metronome assignment, participants of the same ensemble were split into two initial frequency groups. By manipulating the metronome difference between the two groups, we created different levels of diversity, thereby inducing integration~segregation at different spatial scales.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0193843.g006 data from the input MC, and controls the spatial configuration of LEDs and the network connectivity among participants. The spatial configuration map assigns each LED on each array to represent a particular participant. The spatial configuration map was randomized across different ensembles of eight, but fixed for each ensemble throughout an experimental session. In this particular experiment, the network connectivity map determines whether a particular participant can see (1) only self-produced flashes; (2) self-produced flashes and a metronome (computer generated flashes, see Procedures); or (3) self-and other-produced flashes. After the spatial and network mapping are completed, the PC sends 64 bit data to 8 LED arrays via the output MC, synchronized to each sample from the input MC (tap-to-flash latency 2.5-4.5ms, less than 1% of the shortest period of metronomes).
Procedures
Each trial of the experiment lasted 68s and consisted of three stages. In Stage 1 (5s), participants tapped rhythmically at their own comfortable frequency, only seeing self-produced flashes (Fig 6, black inset " self"). In Stage 2 (10s), all the non-self LEDs started to flash in synchrony at a preassigned frequency, basically a metronome (initial phase randomized). Participants were instructed to match their own tapping frequency to the metronome frequency, and remain tapping at that frequency throughout the rest of the trial even after the metronome disappeared. Following a 3s transient, subjects were exposed to each other's rhythmic behavior (Stage 3, 50s), each LED flashed corresponding to a particular participant's taps.
We manipulated intergroup behavior by assigning metronomes of different frequencies to different participants. In order to emphasize frequency diversity, spatial symmetry was imposed as follows: from each participant's perspective, persons presented at the north, west, and east of the center of the LED array were always paced with the same metronome as self (south to center), whilst the others were paced with another metronome. Thus, metronome assignment was designed to split eight people into two initial frequency groups (red group and blue group in Fig 6, black inset) . Diversity thus appears across groups not within groups. Specifically, for each trial, group metronomes were assigned following one of the three conditions: (1) 1.5 Hz vs. 1.5 Hz, (2) 1.65 Hz vs. 1.35 Hz, and (3) 1.8 Hz vs. 1.2 Hz. With the same mean frequency (1.5Hz), the three conditions correspond to three levels of between-group metronome difference (δ f) which we term a diversity parameter: δ f = 0 Hz, δ f = 0.3 Hz, δ f = 0.6 Hz.
Each ensemble of eight participants completed 24 trials in random order, including 6 trials in which participants were only connected to people within their own group (results not reported in this paper) and 18 trials in which every participant was connected to every other participant. In the present paper, we consider the effect of different levels of between-group difference on fully connected ensembles of eight people.
Statistical analyses
Distributions of relative phase (ϕ) and frequency ratio (FR) were compared to chance level using permutation tests. Ten thousand randomly permuted time series were used for constructing the confidence intervals of chance level distributions. The significance level was chosen to bep = 0.05 (with Bonferroni correction). Computational details are shown in Section A and Section D in S1 File.
To compare the level of phase-locking in different conditions, two-way ANOVA was used (2×3 for relation × δ f) with Type III Sums of Squares; Tukey Honest Significant Difference tests were used for post hoc comparisons (see Section B in S1 File for details).
To measure the level of integration between groups, we regressed the level of within-group phase locking against between group phase-locking separately for 3 diversity levels. The slopes 
